[Ophthalmodynamography in studies of ocular hemodynamics in normal subjects of different age with different arterial pressure].
Computer-aided ophthalmodynamographer for studies of hemodynamics in the orbital artery has been elaborated at research and production firm All-Russian Institute of Medical Engineering--Optimed. A total of 292 healthy subjects (542 eyes) aged 28-77 years with systolic pressure 100-170 mm Hg were examined. Main hemodynamic parameters in the orbital artery were determined: systolic, diastolic, mean ophthalmic, perfusion pressure, and systolic increment in pulse volume. Ocular hemodynamic parameters, except systolic increment in pulse volume, directly depend on systemic arterial pressure but not on age. Normal parameters of systolic, diastolic, mean ophthalmic, and perfusion pressure in the orbital artery at certain levels of systemic arterial pressure were determined.